
The following values are essential to us as they 
guide our way of being. Please consider them 

when collaborating with us. 

WHO WE ARE
Born and raised in the Cederberg Mountains, we 
are a collective of people with a close connection to 
the land, water, plants, and animals. Our ancestors 
include the hunter-gatherer San, Khoi, Nama and 
Griqua pastoralists, settlers of European descent, and 
slaves brought to the Cape from Asia and elsewhere 
in Africa. 

Most of us currently work on farms or are employed 
in the tourism industry. We have kept our knowledge 
of the veld, however, and in 2017 we established 
FynbosMengsels (Fynbos Mixtures/Fusions), so 
named because we are a fusion of influences, and 
we infuse fynbos. We meet regularly to discuss our 
heritage and we manufacture products inspired by our 
traditional plant knowledge. 

Many researchers, tourists, journalists, filmmakers, 
and others have visited us over the years. We have 
learned important lessons about how we would like 
to engage with these visitors, summarised in this 
pamphlet. 

We also invite you to peruse the list of services which 
we offer (see page 5).

WORKING WITH US

RESPECT

CARE EMPATHY

HONESTY TRANSPARENCY

FAIRNESS

Journalists and filmmakers
Members of the media visit us from 
time to time to conduct interviews 
or record our stories. Just as in the 
case of research, we may want 
to collaborate, but we would like 
certain conditions to be met.  
We require a written submission 
before we can decide whether we would like to 
engage. This should indicate:
• Name and surname, email address, and telephone 

number of a contact person
• The topic of the article/programme/insert
• The media channels which will be used to disseminate 

the output and the dates when it will be made public
• How our mages and information will be used on social 

media
• The benefits we could expect, should we decide to 

participate 
Where possible, please provide us with an opportunity to 
review the output before it is made public.
Please provide us with a copy of the published 
document or weblink to the piece, should it be available 
online.

Tourists and other visitors
From time to time, we offer workshops about our plant 
and veld knowledge, tracking, traditional breadmaking, 
or storytelling. These workshops grant the opportunity to 
get to know us and our culture. During these sessions, 
visitors are more than welcome to ask questions and 
take photographs. The workshop fee brings much 
needed income, and we enjoy sharing our culture with 
you in this context.

Outside of the workshops, be mindful before taking 
photographs of us in our day-to-day lives, please ask for 
permission first.

You are welcome to visit the Rocklands Association for 
Development’s “Veldblommetjies” creche when you are 
here. It is located on De Pakhuys farm and is largely 
funded by the goodwill of tourists and other visitors. 
Please consider donating.

Researchers
We welcome some research, but not all. We need to 
know the purpose of any research project from the 
start, before we decide whether or not to participate.  

We need a written submission about the research 
which should include:
• Name and surname, email address, and telephone 

number of a contact person
• The topic and purpose of the research
• The benefits that are likely to arise from the 

research
• The benefits we could expect, should we decide to 

participate
• Potential environmental impacts associated with 

the research
• How, when and where the research results will be 

published and used

We ask that researchers give us feedback in 
accessible formats (for example, a summary of the 
findings written in clear, non-academic language and 
translated into Afrikaans). How long after the research 
has been completed, can we expect to receive this?

If possible, please provide us with a copy of the 
research before publication, to ensure that what we 
have contributed is accurately reflected.
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WHAT WE OFFER
• A designated venue for meetings, storytelling, 

interviews, and other events
• Traditional bread-making workshops
• Guided indigenous plant walks
• Guided interpretive track walks and rock art 

viewing
• Storytelling gatherings 
•	 Rieldans lessons
• Catering
• Research assistants
• Traditional products: 

soap, ointments, 
hair oil, tea, and 
fresh bread

PARTNERSHIP
This document was jointly developed by members 

of FynbosMengsels, Loubie Rusch of Making 
KOS, and Professor Rachel Wynberg and Jaci van 
Niekerk from the Bio-economy Research Chair at 

the University of Cape Town. 
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CONTACT US
For further information, to explore collaboration 

opportunities, and book one of our services, please 
contact Tracy du Plessis.

fynbosmengsels@rocklands.org.za
078 498 7103

PHOTOGRAPHS
Loubie Rusch and Eva Ross

PLEASE NOTE
Absolutely no photographs may be taken of 

children without their parents’ written permission. 
This includes use on social media platforms.

“We believe 
that nature 

belongs to everyone, 
it cannot be used and 

monopolised by an 
individual”
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